
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of internal audit & financial advisory. If you are looking for an exciting
place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for internal audit & financial advisory

You are passionate about building trusted relationships with C-level
executives and providing superior service that is used as a reference in
obtaining additional work
You take the lead role in maintaining primary contact with significant clients
while managing their expectations, project scope and the related operational
matters
You have an interest in converting client business challenges into additional
sales opportunities
You enjoy gathering, summarizing, and examining data or information
You are passionate about effectively maintaining client relationships and
provide clients with timely top quality service
You facilitate teamwork by contributing to team effort, sharing responsibility
for team results, and exhibiting a positive attitude
You learn the client’s business industry which in turn helps you develop
appropriate business knowledge
Having direct supervisory responsibility of and providing feedback to
Consultants, Senior Consultants, along with providing longer-term advising to
a select number of team members
You enjoy learning about and researching emerging technology and trends
Demonstrate MS Office proficiency

Qualifications for internal audit & financial advisory

Example of Internal Audit & Financial Advisory Job
Description
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Deep knowledge of bank and/or credit-related regulatory requirements,
specifically related to consumer compliance regulations (e.g., Federal Reserve
regulations, Fair Lending, Privacy, ), and industry “best practices” for
compliance programs in larger banking or consumer lending organizations
Professional Certifications such as CRCM (Certified Regulatory Compliance
Manager), Certified Financial Services Auditor (CFSA), Certified Anti-Money
Laundering Specialist, or Commissioned Examiner strongly preferred
Professional designations (CPA, CIA, ) or a current candidate for one
Achieve or exceed revenue targets and sales goals
Collaborate with the Global HCLS Industry Lead, Northeast Region HCLS
Lead, Global Business Performance Improvement Lead, Northeast Region
Geography Lead, and Baltimore Office Lead to develop and execute both
short and long-term market development strategies
Experience managing engagement teams and providing leadership in the
assessment, design, and management of healthcare process improvement,
compliance or revenue cycle transformation services


